
Week 4 Video 13 Homework 

So you have learned a huge amount this week, and the homework for you is self-
hypnosis because really, this is not a course about just becoming a hypnotist or later on 
you can choose to get certified, this is a course that’s going to help you with your 
personal development. Any good hypnotist and any good hypnotherapist, does what 
they teach their clients. Since you're going to be teaching self-hypnosis, I want you this 
week to make sure that you do self-hypnosis. 

Self-hypnosis will take about 3 minutes in the morning, 3 minutes at night. Don’t do it 
while you're driving or operating any heavy machinery or doing anything that requires 
your attention like watching kids. 

When you're doing your self-hypnosis, I recommend that you create a pattern so that 
you do this in your day about the same time if you can, so if you brush your teeth every 
day (and I hope you do), then do this right before you brush your teeth. If you have kids, 
the minute you put your feet on the floor, your life is not your own for a while, so I 
recommend you set your alarm 3 minutes early and do this in bed before you get out of 
bed. The other time to do this is at night, right when you get into bed at night. 

One of the things I hear frequently from clients is they say, “Well, I do my self-hypnosis 
at night but by the time I have said my powerful statement two times or one time, I've 
fallen asleep. Is that okay?” Yes. It’s absolutely okay because our subconscious mind is 
what’s busy while we’re asleep and if the last thing we’re saying to our subconscious 
mind is, “I like the idea that every day in every way I'm getting better and better” or “I 
choose to feel calm and relaxed every time I speak” then, that’s the last thing the 
subconscious mind is hearing from you at the conscious level and it integrates this all 
throughout your sleep. That’s a good thing isn’t it? 

And one of the things that I also hear from clients, and this I love, is they come back the 
second and third week and I’ll ask, “How have you been sleeping?” “Oh funny you 
should ask that. I have been sleeping so much better.” Well, there’s a reason for that. As 
you do self-hypnosis, you're actually conditioning your mind and body to relax. And 
remember, it mirrors that time when you go and pass through the beta, alpha, theta, and 
delta stage at sleep, so you're conditioning your mind and body to do this and it 
becomes much easier to lie down, close your eyes, and go to sleep. 



So what are you going to do your self-hypnosis on? What’s going on in your life right 
now? Do you have a new habit that you want to change or new habit that you want to 
create, and an old habit that you want to get rid off? If everything in your life is going 
well, maybe there’s something you're procrastinating about. Maybe you really want to 
clean that closet and you’ve been putting it off for a few weeks, a few months, a few 
years. Maybe you want to allow yourself just to wake up feeling wonderful and optimistic 
throughout the day and enjoy your day. 

So I want to you to take some time and write down some of your goals, maybe they're 
personal, maybe they're professional. Maybe one of your goals is to become a full-time 
hypnotherapy practitioner or to add hypnosis to your toolbox and you may not know 
what you want to be doing in two or five years, but you know how you want to feel. And 
if you happen to be at this stage in your life where you're thinking, “I have to decide 
what I want to do, what my career is going to be.” I'm going to ask you to take that 
thought and chuck it in the trash because when we have to decide, what do we want to 
do with the rest of our lives, it becomes a paralyzing thought. If we have to decide what 
do I want to do for the next three years, it can also be a paralyzing thought. 

My suggestion is when you're thinking about “I don’t know what I want to do,” all you 
need to do right now today in this moment is think about what feels good or feels 
enjoyable for you to do next. When you're faced with a path and there’s this path in front 
of you, and if you go over here, it kind of feels like a struggle or it feels like it’s hard, it 
doesn’t feel right. And if you go over here, it feels like, well, it’s fun but I don’t know if I 
can make money doing this. I will guarantee that when you go here, where it feels right 
and it feels fun and enjoyable, then you get to create your own life, your own career 
doing what you love and making money from it. 

I was just reading an article online the other day about this 25-year-old who makes 
about $5,000,000 a year online. And you know what he does? He started when he was 
20 and he just always loved trivial facts, unusual trivial facts, and he started posting 
them, posting them on Twitter, posting them on Facebook. And he was doing this 
because it was fun. It was just fun and he had a day job and somebody just came up to 
him, a social media guy and said “Hey, you can actually monetize this” and the guy 
goes, I can't do that. This is just my hobby. It’s just a lot of fun. I love researching and I 
love creating these – looking and finding unusual facts, like, how many red m&m’s are 
consumed on Tuesdays. So, he actually started monetizing it and he’s making this 
much money and he’s having fun doing it.  



Now, if you were going in this path and thinking, “Well, I love trivial facts, how the heck 
can I make money doing it?” You may not know how, but leaving the opportunities open 
is great because frankly, if somebody can do that, then you can do almost anything you 
can think of. 

So just spend a few moments after you're done with this video and just write down 
maybe three goals of yours, that’s all. And start your self-hypnosis. I want you to think 
about the end result and create a statement, a positive statement, that does not use the 
word don’t, or can't, or not, and say that to yourself. If you're concerned and aren’t sure 
if the statement’s kind of right, e-mail me or ask me the question and I will answer it on 
the video.  

So have fun with this homework. It’s actually a lifelong habit that you're creating. So if 
you're not sure what your statement is, how to really word it in the way that works for 
you, then post it on the Facebook group. I’ll help you, Michael will help you, other 
people in the class will help you. And start you self-hypnosis twice a day and have fun 
with it, absolutely have fun. Take yourself into your future as if you’ve already achieved 
it. 

My favorite place, I'm on the beach. I've already achieved these amazing goals I'm 
having so much fun. I love the fact that my family can be here on the beach with me. 
This is all in my head. I go on this little vacation a couple of times a day. Thank 
goodness! It’s the free virtual vacation, so that’s what you're going to be giving yourself 
in your self-hypnosis. 

See you later. 

[00:08:16 END OF VIDEO]


